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UNIVERSAL SCENE DESCRIPTION
The “HTML” of 3D Virtual Worlds

Developed by Pixar

Foundation for NVIDIA Omniverse

Open-sourced API and file framework for complex scene 
graphs

Easily extensible, simplifies interchange of assets between 
industry software

Introduces novel concept of layering

Enables simultaneous collaboration for large teams in 
different department working on the same scene 

Originated in M&E, now becoming a standard across industries 
including AEC, Manufacturing, Product Design, Robotics

DATA HOMOGENIZATION VIA USD
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Presentation Notes
Let’s talk about some of the core enabling technologies behind Omniverse – the first is Universal Scene Description (USD) is the foundation for Omniverse – you can think of it like the “HTML” of 3D worlds.This open-source 3D scene description and file framework was developed by Pixar as a way to simplify content creation pipelines and the interchange of assets between different industry software tools that their huge teams would work across.Today, it’s becoming widely adopted across all visual industries, including architecture and engineering, manufacturing, product design, and robotics. This framework is easily extensible and flexible. Working with USD in Omniverse, we enable teams to only send the deltas of change of their projects and models, meaning they can see edits and iterations in real time without having to move massive data sets. And what is really powerful about USD is the concept of layering.  With 10 or 20 concurrent users authoring a USD scene, we can work in layers in a non destructive manner.  You can “lock” down entire parts of the scene so that if something is changed by one user, there is always a record.USD allows multiple users to have opinions of the same object.  



OMNIVERSE DIGITAL TWINS ARE SOLVING OUR GREATEST CHALLENGES

FACTORY OF THE FUTURE
BMW Group

SYNTHETIC DATA GENERATION

Omniverse Replicator

WILDFIRE PREVENTION
Lockheed Martin

TWIN EARTH
ECMWF

5G SIGNAL PROPAGATION
Ericsson

ROBOTICS SIMULATION
NVIDIA Isaac Sim

ENERGY SYSTEMS
NVIDIA Modulus

SELF-DRIVING CARS
NVIDIA DRIVE Sim

INTELLIGENT AVATARS
Omniverse Avatar
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Each of these are real projects. Each takes more planning than usual as Omniverse is at the early adopter phase. Each end user built a team with more groups added than normal – AI/ML coders, maybe an external graphics consultant. I’m using this slide to show you some of the different uses with Omniverse.So far, we’re not yet working on a project for a Digi Twin in Oceanographics.



NVIDIA OMNIVERSE ENTERPRISE FOR DESIGN COLLABORATION
Architecture, Engineering, Construction, Operations Teams

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Omniverse is a collaboration tool for your teams around your world. Live interaction. We at the early adopter phase, think of Omniverse as an SDK. The number of connectors to 3rd party ISV’s is far longer than just those on screen. However some are WIP and some will need to be driven by the end users and the ISV’s themselves.Think of the number of people in your virtual team and their work location. What might it be like if you could all see one Source of Truth and see each others updates live ? Might that speed up your projects or help form new ideas ?



THE EARTH-2 INITIATIVE

 We aim to build a digital twin of the earth

 It will predict extreme weather and climate at sub-km resolutions.

 It should enable detailed planning to minimize damage and suffering.

 We aim to support 1000s of use cases: extremes, agriculture, energy, more

 It should be fast, interactive, easy to use, and customizable for each use-case

 AI surrogates enable instantaneous predictions

 This enables interactive visualization, analysis, optimization, and portability

 The model should enable concrete planning for important decisions
 How can we maximize output food under climate change conditions?

 What can we do to maximize freshwater availability?

 How can we minimize fire/flood impacts?

 How many natural disasters can we expect at a given time, place?

 Can we improve air/ship traffic for efficiency, climate?

 Where should new energy powerplants be built?

 This effort is funded by NVIDIA to try to help solve climate change

 It is not profit driven.

 However, it will eventually need to generate some income to sustain itself.

We will build a Digital Twin Earth to Plan our Future under Climate Change

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We want to build a digital twin of the Earth at sub-km resolution that enables individuals, companies, and governments to obtain specific and detailed predictions about the impacts of climate change.It should be fast, flexible, easy to use, and can answer a multitude of questions like: how will climate change impact my farm? will my home be at increased risk from fires and floods? If we build new solar and wind energy plants, where will they be most useful over the next several decades?There is a lot of information in this presentation. Almost every bullet makes an important point. But I don’t have time to read them all to you. So, to get the full picture, please take a closer look at the slides later, at your convenience.



 https://www.nvidia.com/en-gb/omniverse/ - Why, how, who else 

 https://developer.nvidia.com/nvidia-omniverse-platform - Tools to enable your development

 Feel free to get in touch – smcguire@nvidia.com

https://www.nvidia.com/en-gb/omniverse/
https://developer.nvidia.com/nvidia-omniverse-platform
mailto:smcguire@nvidia.com
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